Dynamic behavior of the atrioventricular node: a functional model of interaction between recovery, facilitation, and fatigue.
The wide variety of delays that the atrioventricular node can generate in response to an increased rate are explained by dynamic interactions between the three intrinsic properties of recovery, facilitation, and fatigue. The functional model presented suggests that any deviation of nodal conduction time from its minimum basal value represents, at any given time, the net sum of the effects produced by these properties. When a constant fast atrial rate is suddenly initiated, the node first "sees" a shortening in recovery time and responds by an increase in conduction time. This increase further shortens the recovery time of the ensuing beat, which is accordingly further delayed, and so on until a steady state is reached or a block occurs. However, these events do not occur alone. The second beat at the fast rate is conducted with a shorter conduction time than expected from the recovery time alone, and is therefore facilitated. These facilitatory effects develop within one short cycle and dissipate within one long cycle. They affect increasingly the conduction time of beats occurring with shorter cycle lengths. While steady-state effects of recovery and facilitation occur within seconds, nodal conduction time continues to increase slowly over several minutes when a rapid rate is maintained. This effect is attributed to fatigue, which develops and dissipates with a slow, symmetric time course. The dynamics of these properties can now be directly studied with selective stimulation protocols, and have many implications for the understanding of nodal behavior in the context of supraventricular tachyarrhythmias.